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A solo exhibition of landmark pieces by Chicago artist and Toledo native, Jonathan Ralston
Depicting architectural elements, this impressive array of exquisitely detailed oil paintings marks
the evolution of different styles that have captivated artist Jonathan Ralston through the paths of
his travels. The exhibit is comprised of twenty-nine paintings including many new, never-beforedisplayed works, as well as landmark paintings from throughout the artist's career.
Not only masterful studies of light and form, Ralston's paintings are also haunting allegories of the
human spirit, as conveyed through the grand spaces we have built.
Painting in oil, Ralston further captures the depth and feeling of inhabiting and traversing these
architectural spaces through the scale of his work, from small intimate panels to monumental
5-foot canvases.
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Foundations. A word often used to describe an artist’s realization of the basic elements of art: line,
shape, form, space, texture, value and color—and each of these terms bears multiple connotations,
beyond the parameters of art.
It is possible to approach Jonathan Ralston’s imagery purely as objects of great beauty, each
canvas accessible in depicting shimmering qualities of light, line and graceful form, rendered with
the intense detail and precision of an old master painting. And, as such, Ralston’s works bring
great joy and a sense of serenity in their presence
But the artist instills his paintings with so much more than the straightforward, visceral experience
of viewing. Like the multiplicity of definitions that inhabits the words describing the elements of
art, Jonathan Ralston embeds diverse meanings within his subject matter—each depiction of
bygone structures conveys not only the individual location of his own closely detailed focus, but
also provides the viewers opportunities to reflect upon environments they have personally
experienced, building self-directed narratives to interpret architecture as cultural iconography.
Filled with light that literally spotlights specific elements of ruins, monuments and temples,
Ralston simultaneously casts shadows unto those forms, conveying metaphors beyond visual
reference as he reveals and conceals different aspects of our shared history.
Through his paintings, Ralston’s command of the elements of these historic “foundations” becomes ours,
as well.
— Condessa Croninger, Art Director, 20 North Gallery
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Jonathan Ralston
Chicago, Illinois

Artist Biography
Jonathan Ralston (Chicago, Illinois)
A native of Toledo, Jonathan Ralston
attended Maumee Valley Country Day
School. He received his B.A. from Wheaton
College (Norton, Massachusetts) in 1992
and has worked as a professional artist
since then. Additionally, for 15 years he
served as gallery manager for commercial
galleries in Naples (Florida) and Martha’s
Vineyard (Massachusetts).
Since 2007, Ralston’s paintings have been
included in numerous group exhibitions at
prestigious commercial galleries including
Photo courtesy of artist website
North Water Gallery, Gardner Colby
Gallery, Susan Calloway Fine Art (Washington, D.C.) and Eisenhauer Gallery (Edgartown,
Massachusetts), as well as at The Baker Museum of Art (Naples, Florida). In 2018, he participated in the
international art competition ArtPrize, held annually in Grand Rapids, Michigan, across multiple venues
including the Grand Rapids Art Museum and The Gerald Ford Presidential Museum. Additionally, his
work has been included in the National Oil & Acrylic Painters' Society's (NOAPS) 2018 Spring
International On-Line Exhibition as well as the NOAPS Holiday Small Works exhibit in 2017.
Ralston is represented at North Water Gallery (Edgartown, Massachusetts) and Gardner Colby Gallery
(Naples, Florida). His work is included in multiple corporate collections and published in 100 Boston
Painters (Chawky Frenn, Schiffer Publishing, Ltd., 2012).
He has enjoyed numerous solo exhibitions at North Water Gallery (Edgartown, Massachusetts) in
addition to a solo exhibit, Structures and Spaces at Old Town Triangle Association (Chicago, Illinois) in
2017. In 2019, he was honored by his alma mater with a solo exhibit at the Wolfe Gallery, Maumee
Valley Country Day School (Toledo, Ohio).
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Artist Statement
The Caravaggio Series
The architect Bernard Maybeck is quoted as saying
“Architecture is the handwriting of Man.” What do the
buildings that we choose to erect and inhabit say about
us, both as individuals and as a society? I have been
exploring these questions for close to 30 years. Through
my own connection and reaction to architecture, I would
like to think I am speaking to a collective connection and
reaction to these spaces.
The visual aspects of architecture: the intersection of geometry, light, and color, are of endless
fascination to me. The longer I paint, the more I realize that the repetition of the visual elements
(columns, stair treads, stones, arches, etc.) also hold a strong visual appeal to me.
I have always admired and been fascinated by the work of Rembrandt—his rich colors and his handling
of paint. More recently, I have also thought about Caravaggio’s work. It has taken me time to find the way
to explore his dramatic lighting in my own paintings. The Caravaggio Series, begun recently and
exhibited for the first time at 20 North Gallery in Jonathan Ralston: Shadows and Enlightenment, are the
first fruits of that labor and, I think, a successful integration of his dramatic lighting and my subject matter.
Some of these new paintings also reflect a loosening of brushwork, a thicker use of painting, and a
greater willingness to let the texture of the
paint define the shapes.
I have included some older work in this
show which should illuminate the evolution
of my work and tease what the future may
hold.

To learn more of Jonathan Ralston’s artistic
career, visit his website at jonathanralston.com

Studio photos courtesy of the artist
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Artwork
All work available for purchase. All artwork photography provided by the artist.

Late Light $1,600
Oil on canvas; 12"H x 24"W; 2020

Fleeting Light $1,600
Oil on canvas; 12"H x 24"W; 2018

Fallen Column – The Caravaggio
Series $1,600
Oil on canvas; 12"H x 24"W; 2021

Broken Corbel II – The Caravaggio Series $13,000
Oil on canvas; 60"H x 48"W; 2021
Dying Light $1,100
Oil on canvas
12"H x 16"W; 2021

Hephaestus $1,100
Oil on panel
12"H x 16"W; 2018

Fallen Column
$1,100
Oil on panel
12"H x 16"W; 2015
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Here, I use the brushstrokes to define
the curves of the forms. Looser in
execution, the application of the paint
creates an immediacy to draw the
viewer into the image. This study also
features a departure from my more
typical style of filling the picture plane.
By pulling back the focus, the
architecture is rooted in its
surroundings, giving it context.

Palazzo Barberini, The Borromini Stairs
$3,500
Oil on panel; 24"H x 36"W; 2021

Ruins at Tulum $3,500
Oil on canvas; 24"H x 36"W; 2019
Undulating forms, bright colors, patterns and movement;
this painting of a Mayan building in Tulum, Mexico has
always struck me as koi fish swimming in a pond. This
scene is the perfect composition for capturing the
fascinating interplay of light and structure.

Broken Stairs $1,400
Oil on canvas
16"H x 16"W; 2020

Broken Stairs (study) $1,400
Oil on canvas
16"H x 16"W; 2020

Broken Corbel – The Caravaggio Series $7,500
Oil on canvas; 48"H x 36"W; 2021
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Didyma – The Caravaggio
Series $11,000
Oil on canvas
48"H x 60"W; 2020

Barley Twist Column $7,000
Oil on canvas
40"H x 60"W; 2021
This, my most recent painting,
is based on a composition I
have done before. Rather than
“complete” the painting in my
usual fashion, I choose to
leave much of the canvas in a
rawer state (and at least
visually, is very similar to
“Bricks”). The initial sketch
remains visible and much of
the composition is loosely
painted, with only the center
section being fully “finished.”
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Based on a smaller study of
the same composition, this
painting of Mayan ruins uses
scale to create an immediacy
which drives dialogue.
Wrapped in the visual
appreciation of these ancient
structures are reflections on
our own societal and
personal relationship with
architecture.
Decay of these ruins creates
additional visual interest, but
also introduces ideas of time
and history into the
conversation.

Palenque II $11,000
Oil on canvas
40"H x 60"W; 2019

This painting of a Roman
temple in Nimes, France is a
classic example of the tenets
of my work: a small, carefully
chosen detail of the structure
selected to inform our
knowledge of the entire
space.
Careful selection of
brushwork creates a visual
manifestation of the stone’s
material, while attention to
light and color brings the
geometry into being.
Maison Carrée $11,000
Oil on canvas
40"H x 60"W; 2018
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Hadrian’s Library $2,700
Oil on canvas 20"H x 30"W; 2017

Versailles VI $5,500
Oil on linen 36"H x 36"W; 2012
Strong geometry drives this painting but is softened by the warm palette which works as a counterpoint. This is
the only painting I have ever done depicting glass—the square panes counterpoint, but also amplify the curves
of the arches and radiating stonework. My goal: to evoke the whole structure and its essence (in this case all of
Versailles) through a small detail.
A subtle shift to my usual style—while my compositions
often seek to draw the view deeper into the space or
around and out, we aren’t given a sense of what is just
beyond our viewpoint. All we know is what is contained
by the edges of the canvas.
Barcelona
$1,700
Oil on canvas
16”H x 20”W; 2013

Ruins $1,100
Oil on canvas
16”H x 12”W; 2014

Here, I pull back the focus and, through the shadows in
the foreground, visually tease the impression of space
beyond those edges, alluding to the larger world around
us.

A tight detail of the staircase in the Château de
Chambord (Loire Valley, France), designed by Leonardo
da Vinci.

Stairwell in Light
$1,100
Oil on panel
16”H x 12”W; 2021

Chambord Stairs
$1,700
Oil on canvas
16”H x 20”W; 2020

In this structure that enables two climbers to ascend or
descend the staircase without ever meeting, I was
captivated by the curved lines of the column which
contrast the strong radiating straight lines of the ceiling,
and are enhanced by the light which plays across the
curved forms.
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Ruins II $700
Oil on panel
12”H x 12”W; 2019

Columns at the Acropolis
$1,900
Oil on canvas
18”H x 24”W; 2018

Columns in Light $600
Oil on panel
9”H x 12”W; 2018

Long Shadows $1,900
Oil on canvas
18”H x 24”W; 2020

Bricks $700
Oil on canvas 11”H x 14”W;
2020

This painting evolved out of the intersection of two
walls that interested me. I struggled with a
composition that I felt would create a successful
painting, so rather than fill the canvas in my typical
way, I took a different approach. Also different is
the more humble—but still universal—connotation
of the bricks, as opposed to the “grandeur” that is
so often conveyed by columns and arches.
By removing all recognizable reference points, this
painting is much more of a visual study, as well as
seemingly familiar surroundings.

Column in Ruins, Palenque
$1,400
Oil on canvas
18”H x 14”W; 2017

Didyma IV $1,100
Oil on canvas
12”H x 16”W; 2018

A smaller canvas by design, the framing of this scene of
a Grecian temple in Turkey creates a more intimate
experience. Softer brushstroke and warmer tones also
help draw us into the scene, slyly engaging us in
conversation with the space.
What is our relationship to this architecture and
architecture in general? How does architecture frame our
individual and collective experience? As a universal
experience, what are the threads that bring us together
and push us apart?
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